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1. Introduction. In the study of compact, metric continua certain separation

and cutting theorems have been established using the notions of semi-locally-

connectedness and aposyndesis. The purpose of this paper is to introduce the

concepts of 2-aposyndesis and 2-semi-locally-connectedness in order to further

characterize compact, metric continua and to generalize some of the earlier

results.

In 1928, G. T. Whyburn and W. L. Ayres [1] proved that a necessary and

sufficient condition for a continuum to be locally connected is that each pair of

disjoint closed sets can be separated from each other by the sum of a finite number

of subcontinua. Disjoint closed sets can be replaced by disjoint continua and even

by a point and a disjoint continuum without altering the result. One of the theorems

of this paper characterizes a 2-aposyndetic continuum as one in which each pair of

distinct points can be separated by the sum of a finite number of subcontinua. In

1925, R. L. Moore showed that for the plane this condition is equivalent to local

connectedness but a more general characterization was not possible until the

concept of aposyndesis due to F. B. Jones was introduced in the early 1940's [3].

A second result of this paper shows that an aposyndetic continuum that is not

2-semi-locally-connected at any point contains a dense set each point of which is

one of a pair of points whose sum cuts the continuum. If the continuum is not

aposyndetic however, there may not be such a dense set of cutting pairs of points

(in fact there may not be even one pair of points whose sum cuts). The examples in

§4 show this as well as the fact that a continuum M that is not 2-aposyndetic at any

point need have no more than one pair of points whose sum cuts M. One such

pair must exist, of course [2].

The reader should observe throughout that most of the definitions, theorems and

examples can be generalized and stated for zz-aposyndesis and zz-semi-locally-

connectedness where zz is any positive integer greater than 1. For the statements of

these generalizations see [7].

2. Definitions and preliminary theorems. A continuum M is a compact, metric,

closed and connected point set. However, for the theorems of this section and the
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next section, M need be only Hausdorff instead of metric. A subset S separates M

if M — S is not connected and cuts M if M—S is not continuum-wise connected,

i.e., there exist two points in M — S such that every subcontinuum of M containing

both of these points intersects S.

The continuum M is 2-aposyndetic at x if for every pair of points p and q lying

in M— x, there is an open set U and subcontinuum //so thatx g U<^H^M—(p+q)

and is 2-aposyndetic if it is 2-aposyndetic at every one of its points.

If x g M and for every pair of points p and q lying in M — x, there is an open set

U and subcontinuum // so that pe U^H<= M — (q + x), then M is 2-semi-locally-

connected at x (2-slc at x), and if M is 2-slc at all of its points, then M is 2-semi-

locally-connected(2-slc).

For other terms used but not defined, the reader is referred to Jones [4] and

Moore [6].

Theorem 1. The continuum M is 2-aposyndetic if and only if M is 2-slc.

Theorem 2. The continuum M is 2-slc if and only if for every pair of points p andq

and open set U containing p + q, there is an open set V so that p+q^ F<= U and

M —V has a finite number of components.

Theorem 2 is an easy consequence of the Heine-Borel Theorem.

In [4] F. B. Jones has shown for compact continua that if M is not aposyndetic

at x with respect to y, then the set N consisting of r plus all the points of M at which

M is not aposyndetic with respect to y is a continuum. However, if M is not

2-aposyndetic at x with respect to p + q, then the set N consisting of p+q and all

points at which M is not 2-aposyndetic with respect to p+q is not necessarily

a continuum although it does have at most two components. But if M were

aposyndetic at x with respect to p and with respect to q, then N would be a con-

tinuum. These facts are consequences of the next theorem. First we need to

generalize the notion of a continuum being 2-aposyndetic at a point.

Definition. The continuum M is /-aposyndetic at x with respect to the / points

Xi, x2,..., Xj if there is an open set U and continuum H such that xe U<=H

cW-2i-vi- By convention, any continuum is O-aposyndetic at each point with

respect to the empty set.

Theorem 3. If the continuum M is not n-aposyndetic at x with respect to the sum

of the « points xx, x2,..., xn but is m-aposyndetic at x with respect to any m of these

points, 0 á m < «, then the set K consisting o/2ï *t plus aH the points at which M is not

n-aposyndetic with respect to 2i x( is a closed set with at most n — m components.

Proof. To show that K is closed let us show that M— K is open. If qe M—K,

then there exists an open set U and continuum H such that q e {/<=//<= M— 2" x¡.

Since U^M — K, M — K is open.

The proof will be complete if we show that each component of the set K consists
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of exactly one of the points xx, x2,..., xn or contains at least zzz+ 1 of them. In

order for this to happen K could have at most n — m components since A^2ïx(.

Suppose C is a nondegenerate component of K containing exactly p of the n

points xx, x2,..., xn where p S m. No geneiality is lost in assuming the/z points to

bexx, x2,..., xp. Now disclosed so there isa separation of K, K = A + B, such that

C<=A and 22+i x^B. Let U be an open set in M so that A^U and B^M-JJ.

For each point y of the boundary of U, Fr (U), there is a continuum F such that

y e P°czpczM — li x¡. Since Fr (U) is compact, there is a finite number of these

continua Px, P2,.. .,Pk such that Fr (U)<^1P^1 P^M-JJ x¡. Let z be some

point of Cnot in 2 Pi and not one of the points Xi, x2,.. .,xp. There exists a contin-

uum Q such that ze Q°ŒQCZM — 1{ x¡ since pSm and M is zzz-aposyndetic at x

with respect to any m of the points xx, x2,..., x„. If ß-2?+i ■*.= 0 tnen ^ 's "-

aposyndetic at z with respect to 2! x( contrary to hypothesis. Hence Q ■ 2?+1 x, ^ 0

and there is a separation of (0 + 2^'t)- 2F¡ into sets F and F such that z e F<= U

and F^M—U. Now E+J_P¡ has a finite number of components since (2 + 2F¡

does and consequently z is in tl.J interior of the component of F+2 P¡ containing

it. But this component has no point in common with 2? x¡ which makes M n-

aposyndetic at z with respect to 2ï x¡. This is impossible and the proof is complete.

Corollary. If the continuum M is not n-aposyndetic at x with respect to the sum

of the n points xx, x2,. .., xn but is (n— l)-aposyndetic at x with respect to any n — 1

of the points where zz ̂ 1, then the set K consisting of If x¡ plus all the points at which

M is not n-aposyndetic with respect to 2ï x¡ is a continuum.

As shown with simple examples where zz = 2, the converse of Theorem 3 is not

true.

The next theorem shows that the cartesian product of two continua is always

" more aposyndetic" than either factor. In this theorem the continua do not need to

be compact. The proof is easy and is left to the reader.

Theorem 4. If H and K are continua, H being p-aposyndetic and K being q-

aposyndetic wherep^Oandq^O, then Hx Kisa(p+q+ l)-aposyndeticcontinuum(2).

3. A characterization of 2-aposyndesis. The next theorem establishes the

characterization of a 2-aposyndetic continuum referred to in the introduction.

Theorem 5. In order for a continuum M to be 2-aposyndetic (2-slc) it is necessary

and sufficient that every distinct pair of its points can be separated in M by the sum of

a finite number of subcontinua of M.

Proof. First we prove the necessity. Let x and y be distinct points of M and let

U be an open subset such that x e [/<= £/<= M—y. For each p eFr (U), there exists

a continuum Hp such that p e Hp°<=- Hp<^ M — (x+y) and by compactness there

(2) This theorem in essence was brought to my attention by Clifford Arnquist and Lynn

Gref in a topology seminar.
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exists a finite number of the Hp's, Hpx, Hp2,..., Hpn, such that Fr({/)c2 f{p.

This sum of continua separates x from y in M since Fr (£/) does.

Now let us prove the sufficiency. First we need to show that M is aposyndetic.

Let x and y be distinct points of M and let us show that M is aposyndetic at x with

respect to y. By hypothesis there are continua, Hx, H2,..., Hn, such that M— 2 Ht

= A + B, which is a separation such that xe A,y e B. Then A + ^Ht has at most «

components; so x is in the interior of the component of /I+ 2 H{ containing it.

Since y is not in this component, M is aposyndetic at x with respect to y.

Now suppose that M is not 2-aposyndetic at x with respect to y + z and let

Hi, H2,..., Hn be the continua of the hypothesis such that 2 H{ separates y from

z. The point x may not be in 2 Ht, but if it is, the set K defined in Theorem 3 is a

continuum containing both y and z, so that we can find a point p such that (1)

P $ 2 Hi and (2) M is not 2-aposyndetic atp with respect to y + z.

Since 2 Ht separates y from z, we have a separation M — ̂Hi = C+D where

yeC and z e D. We can assume that/z g C. Now A/ is aposyndetic atp with respect

to y, so there is a continuum g such that pe Q°czQ<= M—y. By assumption z

belongs to Q. The set ß + 2 #¡ is separated by 2 Ht into sets /T and F such that

p g £ and z g F. But E+ 2 //j has a finite number of components and thus p lies in

the interior of the component of £+2 Ht containing it. This component does not

contain either y or z and so M is 2-aposyndetic at p with respect to y + z. This

contradiction completes the proof.

Remark. The condition that every pair of distinct points in M can be separated

from each other in M by the sum of a finite number of degenerate continua (finite

point set) characterizes a regular curve. This induces a very strong type of local

connectedness on M in which not only M but each of its subcontinua is locally

connected.

By the use of Moore's result mentioned in the introduction, we have the following

corollary to Theorem 5.

Corollary. Let M be a continuum lying in the plane. Then M is locally connected

if and only if M is 2-aposyndetic.

4. Cuttings of M by pairs of points. In [4] Jones has shown that a continuum M

that is not semi-locally-connected at any point contains a dense set of points each

of which cuts M. However, if the continuum M is not 2-semi-locally-connected

at any point it need not have even one pair of points whose sum cuts M. If we add

the requirement though that M be aposyndetic, then M will contain a dense set for

which each point is one of a pair of points whose sum does cut M. This is the aim

of the following three lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let M be an aposyndetic (sic) continuum and let U be an open set in M.

Suppose that M is not 2-slc at any point of U. Then U contains an open set T and M

contains closed sets H and K such that T, H, K are mutually disjoint and for each
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point x in T, there are points y in H and z in K such that M is not 2-aposyndetic at y

with respect to x + z.

Proof. Let W be an open set such that W^ W^ U. For each positive integer i,

let Kx be the set of all points x of W such that there are points y and z of M with

M not 2-aposyndetic at y with respect to x + z and d(x, z)ä I//. Let us show that

K{ is closed. Take x in K¡ and let xx, x2,... be a sequence of points of K¿ converging

to x. Now for each x} there are points y¡ and z; such that d(xf, z}) j£ 1 ¡i and M is not

2-aposyndetic at y¡ with respect to Xj + z¡. Taking subsequences, if necessary, let

Zi, z2,... converge to a point z where, of course, d(x, z) ä 1 ¡i. Let U and F be open

sets such that xe U, zeV and U- V= 0. Now for j sufficiently large, x} e U,

z¡ g V and by virtue of the corollary of Theorem 3 the point y} can be chosen in

M — (U+ V). Let y be a limit point of yi, y2,.... Since y is in M — (U+ V), y is not

equal to x or z and it follows easily that M is not 2-aposyndetic at y with respect to

x + z. This proves that x belongs to Kt and that K¿ is closed.

Now 1F=2 Kt so there is an integer « such that Kn contains an open set. Let V

be an open set in Kn with a diameter less than 1/« and let Vx and V2 be open sets

such that F2c V1<= Vxc y. For every x in V2 there is a point z in M— Fand again

by the corollary of Theorem 3 a point y in Fr (Vx) such that M is not 2-aposyndetic

at y with respect to x + z. The sets V2, Fr (Vx), M-V are the required sets T, H, K

respectively in the conclusion of Lemma 1.

Lemma 2. Let M be an aposyndetic continuum, U an open subset of M, H and K

closed subsets of M such that U, H, K are mutually disjoint. Suppose that for each

point x g U, there is a point y e H, and a point z e K such that M is not 2-aposyndetic

at y with respect to x + z. Then U contains an open set W and H and K contain closed

subsets Hx and Kx respectively, such that: (1) For every point xe W there exist points

y e Hx and z e Kx such that M is not 2-aposyndetic at y with respect to x + z. (2) Kx

lies in an open set D, Hx lies in an open set B such that B, D, W are mutually disjoint

and B+W is a set contained in the interior of a component C of M— D.

Proof. For each y e H,z e K, there is a continuum P and an open set O such that

yeP°<^P, zeO and OP= 0. Hold y fixed in H. Because A" is compact there is a

finite number of continua Px, P2,..., Pn and a finite number of open sets Ox,

02,..., On such that 0¡ ■ P¡ = 0 and y e P,0, 1 -í i :£ n, and for every z e K there is an

integer/, 1 ̂ z'^n, such that z g 0¡. Let Uy bean open set so that y e Uy<=UyczY]P?.

Now set Ky = O i ■ K for 1 <¡ i <¡ n and set Hy=Uy- H. This can be done for each y e H

and so because H is compact there is a finite number of these closed sets HVl,

Hy2,...,HVmsuchthatH=lHyi.

Let F be an open set such that Fc K<= U and denote by Atj the set of all points p

of V so that there is q g Hy. and r e Ky\ with M not 2-aposyndetic at q with respect

to p + r. Again AXj is closed and V=~2,Atj is closed; so because Fis the sum of a

finite number of closed sets one of them, say Au, contains an open set W. Now, as
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seen above, Hy] is in the interior of a continuum F such that P-KJy¡=0. Thus

W^P for otherwise there would be a point p e W—P such that for every q e Hy¡

and r e K'y¡, M is 2-aposyndetic at q with respect to p + r. Let D be an open set such

that Ki^D^M-P, let B be an open set such that Hyi<=B<=B^P°-W, and let C

be the component of M— D containing P. Relabel Ky¡ by Kx and HVl by Hx. These

sets together with IF are the required sets in Lemma 2.

Lemma 3. Let U be an open set and H, K closed sets of an aposyndetic continuum

M such that: (I) H and K are contained in open sets B and D respectively such that

U, B, D are mutually disjoint and B+ U is contained in the interior of a component C

of M — D. (2) For each point x in U, there is a point y in H and z in K such that M is

not 2-aposyndetic at y with respect to x + z. Then there exists a point p in U and a

point q in K such that p + q cuts M.

Proof. Let Wx and V be open sets with W~i<= F<= F<= U. Let us make use of the

following result from [7, p. 32]. Suppose that F is an open set, R and S disjoint

closed sets lying in M—T such that for each point x in F there are points y in R and

z in S with M not 2-aposyndetic at x with respect to y + z. Then there exist points p

and q in R and S respectively such that p+q cuts M. Since V— Wx and A^are dis-

joint closed sets, it follows from this result that if for each point x e Wx, there are

points y in V— Wx and z in K such that M is not 2-aposyndetic at x with respect to

y + z, then there are points p e V— Wx and q e K such that p + q cuts M. Because

F<= U, then p e U and the conclusion of the lemma is satisfied. So let us assume that

there is a point xx e Wx such that for any y e V— Wx and z e K, M is 2-aposyndetic

at Xi with respect to y + z.

Because V— Wx and K are disjoint and compact, by an argument similar to the

one in Lemma 2, there is a finite number of open sets Ox, 02,..., On and for every i,

ISiSn, a finite number of continua P[, P2,..., P¿., and a finite number of closed

subsets K{, K.2,..., K]ll of K such that if y e V— Wx, z e K, there exist integers i,j

with yeOi, ze K}, xx e (Pj)°<=Pjc M-(0¡ + K}). No generality is lost by taking

each K) to be of diameter less than 1. Now let Tx = Wx-T\, (P})°. The set B cannot

be in the same component of C—Tx, for otherwise M would be 2-aposyndetic at

any point y of H with respect to p+q where p and q are arbitrary points of Tx and

K, respectively. Hence C—Tx has a separation, C—Ti = Ei + Fx such that EXB

i=- 0 i=FxB. There is a natural number /such that 0¡-(V—Wx)-Ex^ 0. Let O be

an open set such that 0<^0(=-0¡(V—Wx)Ex. If Q¡ is the set of all points x of O

so that there is a y e H and z e K] such that M is not 2-aposyndetic at y with respect

to x + z, then as before Q} is closed, 0 = 2 Q¡ and there is an integer / such that

Qj contains an open set Vx whose diameter can be chosen less than 1. It follows

that Tx<=P'jCM-(Vx + Kft.

Relabel K\ by Kx, P] by Px and take Dx to be an open set containing Kx, lying in

D — Px such that the distance from any point of Dx to Kx is less than 1. Denote by

Ci the component of M— Di containing C
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For the second step of this process, let IF2 be an open set whose closure is

contained in Vx. As before we can assume that W2 contains a point x2 such that

M is 2-aposyndetic at x2 with respect to y + z, y being any point of Vx — W2 and z

being any point of Kx. Using the same notation and procedure as in the first step

of this construction, there is a finite number of open sets Ox, 02,..., On and for

each i, a finite number of closed subsets of Kx, K[, K'2,..., Kl¡, and a finite number

of continua P[, Pi,..., P¿„ such that (1) dia K)<\¡2 for 1 á/á«, 1 $jant and (2)

for each ye Vx—W2 and z e Kx there are integers i, j such that y e 0¡, z e K) and

x2G(Pj)°<=Pj<= M-(Oi + K}). Let T2=W2-Uii(PÍ)°- As before, Cx-T2 has a

separation, Cx — T2 = E2 + F2 such that E2- B^ 0 #F2- B. Since Px + Fx is a con-

tinuum lying in Cx — T2, let us assume that PX + F1<=F2. There is an integer /,

lúlún, such that Ol-(Vx-W2)-E2jM0. Let O be an open set with Ö<=

0I(Vx — W2)E2. There is an integer/ and an open set F2 of diameter less than

1 ¡2 such that V2 c O and for every x g F2 there are points y e H and z g K'¡ such that

M is not 2-aposyndetic at y with respect to x + z. Again T2<=P'j^M-(V2 + K¡).

Relabel Kj by K2, P] by P2 and let D2 be an open set such that K2<=- D2<^ Dx-P2

and every point of D2 is at a distance less than 1/2 from K2. Let C2 be the

component of M—D2 containing Cx.

Continuing in this way, letp = n VX=T\ F¡, q=\~\Ki=\~\ Dh x e Y\ (E¡ ■ B) and

y g Fx B. Now p+q cuts x from y, for if there were a continuum Q such that

x+y<= Q^M — (p+q), there would be an integer « such that Q-(Vn+ Dn)= 0.

Then Q^Cn-Vn, hence Q^Cn-Tn+x = En+ X + Fn + X with x g QEn+x,ye QFn + x.

This is impossible and the proof is complete.

As a direct application of these three lemmas we have

Theorem 6. Let M be an aposyndetic (sic) continuum and let U be an open set in

M. Suppose that M is not 2-slc at any point of U. Then U contains a point p and M

contains a point q such that p +q cuts M.

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 6 we have

Theorem 7. Let M be a semi-locally-connected continuum that is 2 semi-locally-

connected at no point. Then M contains a dense set of points S with the property that

for each point p e S there is a point qe S such that p + q cuts M.

Example. Erect vertical intervals of length one at each point of the Cantor set

of the interval [0, 1] of the x-axis. At the bottom collapse to a point the end points

of the vertical intervals and at the top do likewise to the other end points of the

intervals (i.e., the two-point suspension of the Cantor set).

This continuum is semi-locally-connected at every point but is 2-semi-locally-

connected at no point. In this continuum, if U is any open set, not only p but q as

well can be found in U such that p+q cuts. Theorem 6 guarantees only that/z can

be found in U. Under these conditions whether a point q "close to p" can always

be found so that p+q cuts is not known.
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Another consequence of Theorem 6 is the next theorem.

Theorem 8. If M is a semi-locally-connected continuum and for no pair of points

p and q does p+q cut M, then M is 2-semi-locally-connected on a dense G6 subset

ofM.

In [2], E. E. Grace has proved results for which the next two theorems are

consequences. Here the continuum M does not need to be aposyndetic.

Theorem 9. If M is 2-aposyndetic at none of its points then there exists a pair of

points p andq in M such that p+q cuts M.

Theorem 10. If M is a continuum not cut by the sum of any pair of its points, then

M is 2-aposyndetic on a dense G6 subset of M.

By combining Theorems 8 and 10 we obtain a result for aposyndetic continua

analogous to Theorem 18 of Jones' paper [4].

Theorem 11. If M is an aposyndetic continuum and for no pair of its points p and

q does p+q cut M, then M is both 2-aposyndetic and 2-semi-locally-connected on a

dense G6 subset of M.

Next we give an example to show that a continuum M that is 2-aposyndetic at

none of its points need have no more than one pair of points whose sum cuts M.

One such pair is guaranteed by Theorem 9. This example also shows that Theorem

6 fails without the additional requirement that M be semi-locally-connected.

Example. Start with a sin 1/x curve, the limiting interval pq, and at the end point

y let two rays branch out and connect at p and at q as shown in Figure 1. Now

expand this figure to three dimensions in the following manner:

Figure 1

Figure 2
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(1) Consider that part of the continuum in Figure 1 consisting of the sin 1/x

curve and the interval pq. Take the cartesian product of this subcontinuum with the

unit interval I. Then alter the resulting 3-dimensional continuum by replacing the

rectangle (pq) x I by the plane 2-dimensional continuum in Figure 2 and requiring

the sin 1/x part to close down to this set instead of (pq)xl.

(2) At y multiply the right "horn" of Figure 1 by the interval [0, 1/4] and let it

gradually taper down tog; multiply the left "horn" by the interval [3/4, 1] and let

it taper down to p.

(3) From the continuum thus far obtained subtract the limiting set (Figure 2)

and take an uncountable number c copies of the resulting connected set. Locate

these in 3-space so that: (A) Each pair is disjoint. (B) Each one has the same

limiting set in 3-space, that being the set pq (Figure 2), with the left "horns" and

right "horns" of all of them being joined at p and q respectively. (C) The sum of the

sin 1/x portions of the c sets projected into the x_v-plane would be the sin 1/x

portion of the continuum of Figure 1 with across section of a Cantor discontinuum

instead of a single point. The projection of the sum of the "left horns" into the

xy-plane gives the "left horn" of Figure 1 with a cross section also of a Cantor

discontinuum instead of a point. A similar statement holds for "right horns."

This continuum M is not semi-locally-connected at p or at q and although it is

2-slc at none of its points the conclusions of Theorems 6 and 7 fail here since the

only pair of points whose sum cuts M is p and q. (By a slight alteration this con-

tinuum could even fail to have one pair of points whose sum cuts M.) Also M is

not 2-aposyndetic at any of its points and thus illustrates that such a continuum

need have no more than one pair of points whose sum cuts M.

The continuum M is not even aposyndetic at any point of the limiting set pq

of Figure 2. However, it is possible to alter this example in such a way that it is

aposyndetic at every point but even so is still 2-aposyndetic at no point and has but

one pair of points whose sum cuts M.
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